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Nissan NV200 & Chevrolet City Express Camera Systems
Part Number: Multiple.  See Below. Warranty: 3 year/36,000 Mile Warranty
Availability: Immediately Available. Applications: 2013+ Nissan NV200/ Chevrolet City Express
Rostra Accessories is pleased to announce the release of a custom LCD-equipped rearview 
mirror for Nissan NV200 and Chevrolet City Express utility vans. Featuring the same technical 
specifications as our current 250-8208 mirror/monitor, this newly-released mirror, part number 
250-8208-NIS, incorporates a custom stem mount and screws that match the mounting point for 
the OE mirror on the NV200 and City Express for a quick, clean installation. Also available with 
our custom high-mount camera, part number 250-8208-NV200.
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Custom Mirror Stem Mount

Custom Stem Mount Screws

Custom High-Mount Camera

Allows installers to add a rearview 
mirror to vans that were not equipped 
with a factory rearview mirror.
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Multi-Function Power Button
The face of the 250-8208 RearSight mirror includes a power button that controls different functions when the 
mirror is powered on depending on how it is pressed by the driver.

When in reverse, a quick press of the power button will manually 
increase the overall brightness of the built-in LCD screen.  Once 
maximum brightness has been reached, the brightness will reset.

When the vehicle is not in reverse, the power button can be held 
for two seconds to display video from an auxiliary camera such 
as a forward-facing or blindspot unit.
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Parking Grid Lines and Remote Control
The 250-8208 mirror features on-screen parking assistance grid lines to aid drivers when maneuvering the 
vehicle in reverse by helping to provide an estimated distance to any objects in view of the backup camera 
using color-coded zones.
The remote control included with every 250-8208 mirror allows installers and vehicle owners to make vehicle-
specific adjustments including turning parking assistance grid lines on or off as well as aligning the grid lines 
on-screen for increased parking accuracy.

Auto-Dimming LCD Screen
The mirror’s built-in photo sensor automatically dims the LCD screen in low light conditions to ease strain on the 
driver’s eyes while increasing illumination of the LCD during the day to make the screen easier to see in daylight.
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